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University of Texas at Austin and recently completed my Master’s Degree
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Co-designing toys with children
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Project Overview
For my Master of Industrial Design thesis project, I utilized participatory design methods
in order to co-design a set of generative toys with a group of children. Through 7 co-design
workshops, we explored the role that boredom plays in children’s lives and techniques to
enhance their efforts to overcome boredom. We took our project through traditional design
phases like research, ideation, prototyping, and testing; and designed a set of toys to spark
imagination and creative play.
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Framing
Mass media outlets warn that today’s children are losing the ability to generate their own antidotes to boredom
as they become more dependent on external sources for entertainment.

Negative effects of boredom in children
At School:
Reduced metacognitive development
Lower grades
Absenteeism
Dropping out 1
During Leisure Time:
Drug abuse
Reduction of self-regulating behaviors
(i.e., controlling anger)
Reduction in well-being
Some scholars argue that the constant
stimulation children receive from
electronics, toys, and scheduled activities
leave them unable to cope with periods
of boredom.

The process of overcoming boredom is important for developing young minds:
it can enhance self-expression, problem solving skills, creativity, and imagination.
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Stakeholders & Partnerships
I partnered with KidsTeam at the University of Maryland’s Human Computer Interaction Lab.

Inter-generational
team made up of
adults and children
Regularly practices a
participatory design
method called
cooperative inquiry
Designs
new technologies
for children
The group I worked
with consisted of 4
adults and 8 children,
7 to 13 years old.
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Research Phases

How do children conceptualize and define boredom?
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Research Phases

What strategies do children already use to manage their boredom?
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Research Phases

How can design enhance children’s efforts to overcome boredom?
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Data Collection & Processing

Design Artifacts

Journal Entries

Design Artifacts

Field Notes
Audio recordings
Video Footage

Session Photographs

Activity Artifacts

From this data, I identified recurring patterns and themes and translated these themes into key insights.
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Key Insights

1. Time dimension
Many children expressed
the idea that anything can
be boring if you do it for
too long, even something
that you enjoy.
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2. Control
Children are more
inclined to feel bored
when they feel that they
lack control and agency
over their situation.
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3. Imagination
Children like to use their
imagination to end their
boredom, however, this
can be difficult. They said
that it’s hard to force
themselves to imagine
things because the real
world is distracting.

4. Object spark

5. Cardboard

Children felt that it’s
easier to start imagining
when they have some
type of object to help
them spark their
imagination and
overcome boredom.

During our prototyping
sessions, cardboard boxes
emerged as an abundant
material that is both
culturally & economically
accessible.
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Design Solution
A kit of shapes for kids to design, connect, and construct anything out of the cardboard boxes that they already have at home.

Time Dimension

Control &
Agency

Imagination

Objects as Spark

Cardboard

The nature of utilizing a material that wears out, yet is replenished with some regularity, provides a time restriction to this play pattern.
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User Testing & Feedback with Prototype 1
Feedback

Installation of the push-peg pieces was too difficult.

Implementation

Corkscrew fastener
Easier & safer installation process than a poke-through fastener.

Shapes attach & stack on the fasteners
Only the anchor pieces are screwed into the cardboard,
all of the shapes connect to them with a tension snap.
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Further Development with Prototype 2

History of Toy Design

I researched historical examples of generative toys from all
over the world to understand how open-ended shapes have
already been utilized for play and to draw inspiration to create
my own shapes.

Addition of Color & Texture

I created new prototypes to experiment with
color and a variety of materials including
plastic, nylon rope, and silicon rubber.
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Rapid Shape Generation

I quickly sketched & prototyped a large number of new shapes. Through
this process, I developed a wide variety and large quantity of options
before beginning to narrow them down.

Testing Open-Ended Qualitities

I tested the shape prototypes in various ways to
see which were the most open-ended for children
and adults.
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Final Prototype
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3 USES
Reclined High Chair
for bo�le feeding
(3 – 6 months)

CONTE

Upright High Chair
for solid foods

(6 months – 3 years)

• Fron
• Back
• Righ
• Le�
• Seat
• Seat
• Seat
• Tray
• Tray
• Guar
Not incl

Kitchen Helper
for giving big kids a boost

(3 years – 6 years)

L

FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

Insert Front and Back Leg
Assemblies into Right and
Le� Hubs.

Insert screws

FIR

Open up the leg structure by pressing
bu�ons on Hubs while pulling Front
and Back Leg Assemblies apart.

Tighten all four crossbar screws using
a Phillips Head Screwdriver. These
may have become loose in transit.

FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

Product Design Internship 2019

Internship Overview
Last year I interned with Skip Hop, a child care brand based in Manhattan. While working
on projects with the toy, soft goods, and gear design teams, I gained experience researching
consumer and market trends, using SolidWorks to created manufacturable CAD models, as
well as creating product renders, instructional manuals for safe consumer use, and technical
specifications for manufacturers. Skip Hop gave me experience focusing on mass-produced
designs that are heavily informed by consumer and market research. My projects always started
with an assessment of consumer input and market trends, and how those might be realized
within the Skip Hop brand.

FIRST TIM

To adjust the Seat height, push bu�ons on sides in and up while li�ing or lowering the Seat.
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Product Sketches
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Technical Specifications
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Technical Specifications
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(3 – 6 months)

(6 months – 3 years)

(3 years – 6 years)

• Seat Cushion and 5-point Harness (a�ached to Seat)
• Seat Insert
• Tray
• Tray Insert
• Guard Rail
Not included: Phillips Head Screwdriver

Instruction Manuals

Tray

Left Hub
Seat Insert

5-point harness

Right Hub

To adjust the Seat height, push bu�ons on sides in and up while li�ing or lowering the Seat.
Back Leg Assembly

CONTENTS

•
3 USES
•
3 USES
Reclined High Chair
Upright High Chair
Kitchen Helper
•
Reclined High Chair
Upright High Chair
Kitchen Helper
•
for bo�le feeding
for solid foods
for giving big kids a boost
for bo�le feeding(6 months – 3 years)
for solid foods (3 years – 6 years)
for giving big kids a boost•
(3 – 6 months)

(3 – 6 months)

(6 months – 3 years)

(3 years – 6 years)

CONTENTS

Front Leg Assembly
• Front Leg Assembly
Back Leg Assembly
• Back Leg Assembly
Right Hub
•
Right Hub
Le� Hub
FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY
• Le� Hub
Seat
•
Seat (a�ached to Seat)
• Seat Cushion and 5-point Harness
•
Seat
Cushion
and
5-point
Harness
(a�ached to Seat)
• Seat Insert
• Seat Insert
• Tray
•
Tray
• Tray Insert
• Tray Insert
• Guard Rail
• Guard Rail
Not included: Phillips Head Screwdriver
Not included: Phillips Head Screwdriver

Left Hub

Leg Assembly
FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR Front
MODE
Tray Insert
– HIGH
CHAIR MODE

Tray

Guard Rail

Guard Rail

FIRST TIME ASSEM
Seat Cushion

Seat

FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

Tray

Left Hub
Seat Insert

5-point harness
Right Hub

Right Hub

Back Leg Assembly

Insert Front and Back Leg
Assemblies into Right and
Le� Hubs.

Front Leg Assembly
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FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

Tray Insert

Check and adjust 5-point
Harness are secured throu
they grow. Pull forcefully o
loops on Seat Cushion are
IMPORTANT: For Safety, 5

Seat Insert

5-point harness

Push the elas�c band on either side of Seat Cushion through the
slot and hook to lock.
Back Leg Assembly

Open up the leg structure by pressing
bu�ons on Hubs while pulling Front
and Back Leg Assemblies apart.

Insert screws

Front Leg Assembly Seat Cushion

Seat Cushion
Seat

Li� and slide pla�orm into place, pushing the front down on
top of the crossbar un�l you hear a *click* as it locks in place.
IMPORTANT: For safety, pla�orm must always be locked in
place before pu�ng a baby into the high chair.

Tighten all four crossbar screws using
a Phillips Head Screwdriver. These
may have become loose in transit.

Seat

FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE
FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE
FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

A�ach Tra
snapping
of Tray.
Check all
connec�o
and �ghte
ensure sa

A�ach Tray by pressing
center bu�on while sliding
it into posi�on on the Seat.
up Seat
posts with the slots on the
You Line
will hear
a *click*
inside
of theeach
Hubsofand
when
it reaches
thelower into place.
You will hear a *click* when the Seat
“X” posi�ons.
reaches the highest posi�on.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE – HIGH CHAIR MODE

DIRECTION

5-point Harness
IMPORTANT: Use the 5-point Harness at all �mes to ensure that baby is safe and secure while seated.

FIRST TIME
ASSEMBLY
1. Place
baby in seat.– HIGH CHAIR MODE
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A�ach shoulder straps to waist belt.
Posi�on the crotch strap through baby’s legs and feed arms through shoulder straps.
Close buckles. You should hear a *click* sound.
Adjust sliders for a snug ﬁt (readjust as baby grows).
Check to be sure the harness is securely a�ached by pulling away from baby; it should remain a�ached.

When removing baby from harness, loop the should straps over the hooks on Seat sides – this will make it easy to take baby out and put them back in.
[show image of straps on side hooks]
To adjust the shoulder height, open the back of the Cushion by separa�ng the hook-n-loop closure. Feed T-end of the shoulder strap through Seat back and
cushion to remove it. Re-insert the T-end though the desired slot on Cushion and feed through corresponding slot on Seat back. Pull to ensure it is secured
and repeat on the remaining shoulder strap. Close back of cushion and secure with hook-n-loop closure.
[show images to explain]

Insert Front and Back Leg
Insert screws
Insert Front and Back Leg
Assemblies into Right and
Assemblies into Right and
Le� Hubs.
Le� Hubs.

Li� and slide pla�orm into place, pushing the front down on
Li� and slide pla�orm into place, pushing the front down on
Open up the leg structure by pressing
Tighten all four crossbar screws using
topusing
of the crossbar un�l you hear a *click* as it locks in place.
Open up the leg structure by pressing
Tighten all four crossbar screws
Insert
screws
top of the crossbar un�l you hear a *click* as it locks in place.
a Phillips Head Screwdriver. These
bu�ons on Hubs while pulling Front
IMPORTANT: For safety, pla�orm must always be locked in
bu�ons on Hubs while pulling Front
a Phillips Head Screwdriver. These
IMPORTANT: For safety, pla�orm must always be locked in
may have become loose in transit.
and Back Leg Assemblies apart.
place before pu�ng a baby into the high chair.
and Back Leg Assemblies apart.
may have become loose in transit.
place before pu�ng a baby into the high chair.

Line up Seat posts with the slots on the
Line up Seat posts with the slots on the
inside of the Hubs and lower into place.
inside of the Hubs and lower into place.
You will hear a *click* when the Seat
You will hear a *click* when the Seat
reaches the highest posi�on.
reaches the highest posi�on.

To adjust the Seat height, push bu�ons on sides in and up while li�ing or lowering the Seat.
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To adjust the Seat height, push bu�ons on sides in and up while li�ing or lowering the Seat.
To adjust the Seat height, push bu�ons on sides in and up while li�ing or lowering the Seat.
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Check and adjust 5-point Harness posi�on by opening back of Seat Cushion and ensuring that all ﬁve T-ends of the 5-point
Check and adjust 5-point Harness posi�on by opening back of Seat Cushion and ensuring that all ﬁve T-ends of the 5-point
Harness are secured through the slots in Seat back and Push
bo�om.
Use theband
lowest
shoulder
posi�on
for
younger
babiesthe
and adjust as
the
onbo�om.
either side
Seat
Cushion
through
A�ach
Harness are secured through the slots
inelas�c
Seat back and
Useofthe
lowest
shoulder
posi�on for younger babies and adjust
as Tray by pressing
they grow. Pull forcefully on 5-point harness to ensure that
is secure.
Replace
and close Seat Cushion and make sure elas�c
slot itand
hookto
toensure
lock. that
center bu�on while sliding
they grow. Pull forcefully on 5-point
harness
it is secure. Replace and close Seat Cushion and make sure elas�c
loops on Seat Cushion are fed through slots on side of Seat side looped over the bu�ons.
it into posi�on on the Seat.
loops on Seat Cushion are fed through slots on side of Seat side looped over the bu�ons.
IMPORTANT: For Safety, 5-point harness must be used at all �mes when baby is in the high chair.
You will hear a *click*
IMPORTANT: For Safety, 5-point harness must be used at all �mes when baby is in the high chair.
when it reaches each of the
“X” posi�ons.
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FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

A�ach Tray Insert by
snapping into place on top
of Tray.
Check all screws and
connec�ons periodically
and �ghten as needed to
ensure safety.

FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE
FIRST TIME ASSEMBLY – HIGH CHAIR MODE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE – HIGH CHAIR MODE
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Check and adjust 5-point Harness posi�on by opening back of Seat Cushion and ensuring that all ﬁve T-ends of the 5-point
Harness are secured through the slots in Seat back and bo�om. Use the lowest shoulder posi�on for younger babies and adjust as
they grow. Pull forcefully on 5-point harness to ensure that it is secure. Replace and close Seat Cushion and make sure elas�c
loops on Seat Cushion are fed through slots on side of Seat side looped over the bu�ons.
IMPORTANT: For Safety, 5-point harness must be used at all �mes when baby is in the high chair.

5-point Harness
IMPORTANT: Use the 5-point Harness at all �mes to ensure that baby is safe and secure while seated.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place baby in seat.
A�ach shoulder straps to waist belt.
Posi�on the crotch strap through baby’s legs and feed arms through shoulder straps.
Close buckles. You should hear a *click* sound.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE – HIGH CHAIR MODE
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WILD X
TRANSFORMING ADVENTURE DOLLs
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Project Overview
My approach to rethinking gender in the toy industry was to examine a well known
toy, typically thought of as a boys’ toy, and re-imagine it to appeal to girls’ interests,
storytelling, and play patterns. This redesign of the Transformer robot toy took the
form of 3 girls that can transform into 3 different animals. The three characters are
extreme sport athletes who have been gifted with magical powers to transform into
apex predators and embody the characteristics of these animals, maintaining the
themes of adventure, power, teamwork, and transformation.

WILD X

Market Trends & Research
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WILD X

Doll 1 Development
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WILD X

Doll 2 Development
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WILD X

Doll 3 Development
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WILD X

Physical Prototype

Body was hand-sculpted with airdrying clay, sanded, and hand painted.
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WILD X

Technical Specifications
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WILD X

PLAY PIPES
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Project Overview
Play Pipes is a modular playground made of potable water PVC pipes. The
re-purposing of these 42” diameter pipes is possible during underground pipe
replacement, collection of off-cuts at construction sites, and during excavation
companies’ material yard purges.

PLAY PIPES

Concept Development

Three basic construction elements:
PVC pipes
2 sizes of hexagonal cuts into the pipes
2 sizes of circular rubber gaskets that fit into the cuts.
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PLAY PIPES

Concept Development

The colorful holes created allow for:
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Vertical climbing

Light entrance

Interior access

Guardian sight lines

Safety bumpers

Visual cues for play

PLAY PIPES

Technical Specifications
The four modules have been designed to be compliant with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's Public Playground Safety Handbook.
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PLAY PIPES

Technical Specifications
The four modules have been designed to be compliant with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's Public Playground Safety Handbook.
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PLAY PIPES
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